OPTIMAL COMPONENT VALUE SELECTION FOR ANALOG ACTIVE FILTER USING DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
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Abstract- This paper presents an efficient approach of designing analog active filter by selecting its component value with an optimization method known as differential evolution. Differential evolution (DE) is one of the very fast and robust evolutionary algorithms, which has shown to have superior performance for continuous global optimization and uses differential information to guide its search direction. Differential Evolution serves the dual task of efficiently optimizing the component values as well as minimizing the total design error of a 4th order Butterworth low pass active filter. The component values of the Butterworth active filter are designed in such a way that they are E12 series compatible. Differential Evolution proves itself to be a very good optimizing tool for selecting the components of the analog active filter. The simulation results prove the efficiency of using DE for the design of analog active filter by optimizing the component values as well as design error simultaneously.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Filters of some sort are essential to the operation of most electronic circuits. Electronic circuit design must have the ability to develop filter circuits capable of meeting a given set of specifications. A filter can be viewed as a network that alters the amplitude or phase response of any signal with respect to frequency. In ideal case, a filter will not add any new frequency component to any signal neither it will change any existing frequency component of the signal; rather it will only alter the relative amplitudes or phase responses of various frequency components. Filters are often used in electronic systems to emphasize signals in certain frequency ranges and reject signals in other frequency ranges. Such a filter has a gain which is dependent on signal. An analog active filter is a type of electronic filter which uses active components like amplifiers, transistors in addition to resistors and capacitors. Amplifiers used in the design of an active filter can improve the performance and predictability of the filter without using the expensive inductors [1]. An amplifier prevents the load impedance of the following stage from affecting the characteristics of the filter. An active filter can have complex poles and zeros without using a bulky or expensive inductor. The shape of the response, the Q (quality factor), and the tuned frequency can often be set with inexpensive variable resistors. In some active filter circuits, one parameter can be adjusted without affecting the others [1].

A passive filter consists of only passive elements which include resistors, inductors and capacitors. There are many inherent advantages of active filters over passive filters like no insertion loss, since the amplifier can provide gain as well. Active filter components are more economical than inductors which form the major part of passive filters. Active filters are easily tuned and adjusted over a wide range without altering the desired response. Active filters have good isolation due to their high input impedance and low output impedance. Analog filters have higher dynamic range than digital filters in both ranges of amplitude and frequency.

Analog filters find wide applications in high precision large scale integrated circuits. Therefore it becomes quite necessary to carefully select the parameters of the filter as it can affect the stability of the system and the noise restraining capability. If the parameters of the filters are selected manually by modification, computation and debugging, then it decrease the precision and accuracy of the filter [2-4]. So, parameter selection of the filter has to be done with great precision. In recent times, this area has attracted a lot of attention for researchers. The values of the passive components used in the filter can be chosen equal to each other. Though this simplifies the procedure but limits the flexibility of the design [4]. In order to make the design more reliable and flexible, the passive component values are chosen from a series known as E12 series. In the E12 series each succeeding resistor falls within the +/-10 % of the previous value. The commonly used values in the E12 series are 1Ω, 1.2Ω,
1.5Ω, 1.8Ω, 2.2Ω, 2.7Ω, 3.3Ω, 3.9Ω, 4.7Ω, 5.6Ω, 6.8Ω, 8.2Ω (1 ohm to 8.2 ohm). If the component values of the active filter are chosen either from this series or other possible preferred values, then it reduces computational cost as well as complexity. Some of the passive components are directly chosen from the series and others are rounded off to get the nearest preferred values. In an attempt to round off to the nearest preferred values, it may so happen that the cost criteria of design of the filter is not satisfied. Therefore, it becomes a challenging task to launch an exhaustive search method on all possible combinations of preferred values to obtain an optimized design.

A few works have already been reported in this field of optimizing the components of the active filters using evolutionary optimization techniques like genetic algorithm [5]. Horrocks et al. [6] used the genetic algorithm for the design of analog circuits considering their parasitic effects. An op-amp is also designed using genetic programming in [7]. Genetic algorithm provides a basis for automatic synthesis of analog electronic networks [8]. An automatic circuit for optimisation of analog circuits is presented in [9]. Analog electronic networks are also synthesised using genetic algorithm [10]. In [11], genetic algorithm is presented as a better optimizing tool used for the automatic synthesis of analog circuits. Genetic algorithm is also used for the design of CMOS op-amp [12]. Many sequential and combinational circuits are also designed using genetic algorithms [13]. Different evolutionary algorithms like immune algorithm [14] and Tabu search [15] are also used for the design of analog active filters. Clonal selection method is also employed for the component selection of the Butterworth active LP filter in [16]. In [17], a comparison has been made among various optimization methods used for the design of electronic filter. Yildirim et al. [18] have proposed the use of Particle Swarm Optimization [19] method for the design of active analog filter. In this paper another evolutionary optimization method known as Differential Evolution (DE) is used for better optimization of the passive components of the active analog filter. DE is a stochastic, population-based optimisation algorithm introduced by Storn and Price in 1996 [20]. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section II, the Butterworth filter design problem is formulated. Section III briefly discusses about the DE algorithm. Section IV describes the DE based active filter design approach. Section V shows the simulation results obtained using DE algorithm. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.

II. BUTTERWORTH ACTIVE FILTER

The Butterworth filter is a type of signal processing filter designed to have as flat a frequency response as possible in the pass band and it is also termed as a maximally flat magnitude filter. The transient response of a Butterworth filter to a pulse input shows moderate overshoot and ringing [9]. The Butterworth implementation ensures flat response (maximally flat) in the pass band and an adequate rolloff. This type of filter is a good ‘all rounder’, simple to realize and is good for applications such as audio processing. In this paper, a low pass (LP) Butterworth active filter is designed with a cut off frequency of 10krad/s (w_c) and stop band extends from 20k rad/s to \infty (w_s), where (w_s) is the stop band frequency. A fourth order Butterworth LP filter can be designed by cascading two second order blocks [16]. This fourth order Butterworth filter behaves like a voltage controlled voltage source.

The transfer function of the fourth order Butterworth filter can be obtained by cascading two second order filters. \begin{equation}
H(S) = \frac{w_{c1}^2 w_{c2}^2}{(S^2 + (w_{c1}/Q_1)S + w_{c1}^2)(S^2 + (w_{c2}/Q_2)S + w_{c2}^2)}
\end{equation}

The circuit of a fourth order Butterworth LP filter is shown below:

**Figure 1. Fourth order Butterworth LP filter.**

The cut-off frequency and the quality factor for both the cascaded filters can be written as:

\begin{align}
W_{c1} &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_1R_2C_1C_2}} \\
W_{c2} &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_3R_4C_3C_4}} \\
Q_1 &= \frac{\sqrt{R_1R_2C_2}}{R_1C_1 + R_2C_1} \\
Q_2 &= \frac{\sqrt{R_3R_4C_3C_4}}{R_3C_3 + R_4C_3}
\end{align}

The transfer function of a fourth order Butterworth LP filter, according to Figure 1, can be written as:

\begin{equation}
H(S) = H_1(S)H_2(S)
\end{equation}
where

\[ H_1(S) = \frac{1}{S^2R_2C_2C_4 + S(R_2C_1 + R_2C_4) + 1} \]

and

\[ H_2(S) = \frac{1}{S^2R_4C_4C_2 + S(R_4C_1 + R_4C_2) + 1} \]

where \( W_{c1} \) is the cut-off frequency of the first second order filter used in the design of the Butterworth filter; \( W_{c2} \) is the cut-off frequency of the second filter used for cascading. The cut-off frequency of each second order filters used for cascading is 10krad/sec. Quality factor or Q factor is a dimensionless parameter that describes how under-damped an oscillator or resonator is, or equivalently, characterizes a resonator's bandwidth relative to its centre frequency. Higher Quality factor states relatively lower rate of energy loss as compared to its stored energy, i.e., oscillations will die out slowly. So, quality factor is an important parameter of any filter. The quality factors \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) are 1/0.7654 and 1/1.8478, respectively, which are determined from the table of the LP second orders. In traditional method of filter design the values of all the resistors are taken as 1 ohm each and the cut-off frequency and the quality factor are set and then the values of all the capacitors are determined from (4) and (5).

But in this paper, component values of the filter are determined via evolutionary optimization method and all those component values are E12 series compatible. So in order to make the resistor values to lie within a certain range, their values are multiplied by a certain factor and to make the capacitor values series compatible, all the capacitor values are divided by the same factor.

The main aim of this paper is to carefully select the components of the filter and to minimise the cost function simultaneously. The cost function is created by taking the components of the active filter only [16]. The total cost function, which is also the design error, is the summation of cut-off frequency deviation (\( \Delta W \)) and quality factor deviation (\( \Delta Q \)) as given in (11).

\[
\Delta W = \left( \frac{W_{c1} - W_{e1}}{W_e} \right) + \left( \frac{W_{c2} - W_{e2}}{W_e} \right)
\]

(7)

\[
\Delta Q = \frac{1}{Q_1 - \frac{1}{0.7654}} + \frac{1}{Q_2 - \frac{1}{1.8478}}
\]

(8)

\( W_e = 10 \text{krad/sec} \)

In terms of the components of the filter the frequency deviation parameter can be written as:

\[
\Delta W = \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_1R_2C_1C_2}} \right) - \left( \frac{1}{W_e} \right) + \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_4R_2C_4C_2}} \right) - \left( \frac{1}{W_e} \right)
\]

(9)

The quality factor deviation parameter can be written as:

\[
\Delta Q = \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\frac{R_1R_2C_1C_2}{R_1C_1 + R_2C_2}} - \frac{1}{0.7654}} \right) + \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\frac{R_4R_2C_4C_2}{R_3C_3 + R_4C_3}} - \frac{1}{1.8478}} \right)
\]

(10)

The total cost function can be written as (11)

\[ CF = 0.5 \Delta W + 0.5 \Delta Q \]

(11)

The total cost function is to be minimised by the DE algorithm and while doing so, the component values which give the minimum error are selected and if required are rounded off to the nearest preferred values so as to make them E12 series compatible.

III. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION

The concept of DE was first proposed by Storn and Price in 1995 [20]. The crucial idea behind DE algorithm is a scheme for generating trial parameter vectors and adds the weighted difference between two population vectors to a third one. Like any other evolutionary algorithm, DE algorithm aims at evolving a population of \( N_p \), D-dimensional parameter vectors, so-called individuals, which encode the candidate solutions, i.e.

\[ \vec{x}_{j,g} = \{x_{1,j,g}, x_{2,j,g}, \ldots, x_{D,j,g}\} \]

(12)

where \( i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, N_p \). The initial population (at \( g=0 \)) should cover the entire search space as much as possible by uniformly randomizing individuals within the search constrained by the prescribed minimum and maximum parameter bounds:

\[ \vec{x}_{min} = \{x_{1,min}, \ldots, x_{D,min}\} \]

and

\[ \vec{x}_{max} = \{x_{1,max}, \ldots, x_{D,max}\} \]

(13)

For example, the initial value of the jth parameter of the ith vector is

\[ x_{i,j,g} = x_{i,j,min} + \text{rand}(0,1) \ast (x_{i,j,max} - x_{i,j,min}) \]

(14)

The random number generator, \( \text{rand}(0,1) \), returns a uniformly distributed random number in the range [0,1]. After initialization, DE enters a loop of evolutionary operations: mutation, crossover, and selection.
a) Mutation:
Once initialized, DE mutates and recombines the population to produce new population. For each trial vector $\mathbf{x}_{i,g}$ at generation $g$, its associated mutant vector $\mathbf{v}_{i,g}$ can be generated via certain mutation strategy. Five most frequently used mutation strategies in the DE codes are listed as follows:

\[ \mathbf{v}_{i,g} = \mathbf{x}_{i,g} + F(\mathbf{u}_{i,g} - \mathbf{x}_{r_1,g}) \]

where $\mathbf{x}_{i,g}$ is the $i$-th individual of the population at generation $g$, $\mathbf{u}_{i,g}$ is a vector of randomly generated uniform between 0 and 1, and $\mathbf{x}_{r_1,g}$ is a randomly chosen individual from the population. The parameter $F$ is a positive control parameter for scaling the difference vector. The mutant vector $\mathbf{v}_{i,g}$ is copied from the corresponding target vector $\mathbf{x}_{i,g}$.

b) Crossover

To complement the differential mutation search strategy, crossover operation is applied to increase the potential diversity of the population. The mutant vector $\mathbf{v}_{i,g}$ exchanges its components with the target vector $\mathbf{x}_{i,g}$ to generate a trial vector:

\[ \mathbf{u}_{i,g} = \begin{cases} \mathbf{v}_{i,g} & \text{if } (\text{rand}_{i,j}(0,1)) \leq C_r \\ \mathbf{x}_{i,g} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

where $\mathbf{x}_{i,g}$ is a vector of randomly generated uniform between 0 and 1, and $\mathbf{x}_{r_1,g}$ is a randomly chosen individual from the population. The parameter $C_r$ is user-specified constant within the range $[0, 1]$. When the value of $C_r$ is low, the probability of crossover being performed is high, and vice versa. The parameter $F$ is a positive control parameter for scaling the difference vector. The mutant vector $\mathbf{v}_{i,g}$ is copied from the corresponding target vector $\mathbf{x}_{i,g}$.

c) Selection

To keep the population size constant over subsequent generations, the next step of the algorithm calls for the selection to determine whether the target or the trial vector survives to the next generation i.e., at $g=g+1$. The selection operation is described as (24).

\[ \mathbf{x}_{i,g+1} = \begin{cases} \mathbf{v}_{i,g} & \text{if } f(\mathbf{u}_{i,g}) \leq f(\mathbf{x}_{i,g}) \\ \mathbf{x}_{i,g} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

where $f(x)$ is the objective / error fitness function to be minimized. If the new vector yields an equal or lower value of the objective function, it replaces the corresponding target vector in the next generation; otherwise the target is retained in the population. Hence the population either gets better (with respect to the minimization of the objective function) or remains the same in fitness status, but never deteriorates.

Proper selection of control parameters is very important for algorithm’s success and performance. The optimal control parameters are problem-specific. Therefore, the set of control parameters that best fit each problem have to be chosen carefully. Values of $F$ lower than 0.5 may result in premature convergence, while values greater than 1 tend to slow down the convergence speed. Large populations help in maintaining diverse individuals, but also slow down convergence speed. In order to avoid premature convergence, $F$ or $N_p$ should be increased or $C_r$ should be decreased. Larger values of $F$ result in larger perturbations and better probabilities to escape from local optima, while lower $C_r$ preserves more diversity in the population, thus avoiding local optima.

IV. DE BASED ACTIVE FILTER DESIGN

The initial population is formed by the values for the resistors and capacitors lying in the range of E12 series. Each component used in the design is chosen to take value in the range of $10^1$ to $10^6$ Ω for a resistor and $10^{-9}$ to $10^{-4}$ F for a capacitor.

If the values of the resistors and capacitors lie outside this range, then they must be discarded as now they would not be compatible with the E12 series.

Each row of the population matrix can be initialised as a vector:

\[ [p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w, \ a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h] \]

From these elements of each row vector of the population matrix, the values of the resistors and capacitors can be calculated as (23).

\[ R_1 = p*10^4*10^{\text{a}} \ \Omega \]

\[ R_2 = q*10^4*10^{\text{b}} \ \Omega \]
After each and every iteration the elements of the population matrix should be checked whether these are E12 series compatible or not by checking the following criteria:

\[ 0.1 < p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w < 0.82 \quad \text{and} \quad 2 < a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h < 4; \]  

(24)

So, by following all the above steps properly and also rounding off to the nearest preferred values, it can be ensured that after optimization, all the components values will be lying within the E12 series range

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents the simulation results. The algorithm was iterated many times for getting the desired results. DE is used as the optimization tool for carrying out successive iterations for getting the desired result.

Table 1 shows the comparison of the component values and the cost functions obtained by conventional, other evolutionary optimization methods and the DE algorithm. From Table 1, it is observed that the nearest preferred values of the resistors and capacitors obtained by DE can be realised as \( R_1 \) is the series combination of 1.5 KΩ and 100 Ω, \( R_3 \) is the series combination of 1 KΩ and 180 Ω, \( R_4 \) is the series combination of 27 nF and 2.2 nF, \( C_1 \) is obtained from 180 nF and 33 nF, \( C_3 \) is the parallel combination of 82 nF and 2.7 nF and \( C_4 \) is the parallel combination of 82 nF and 18 nF. Thus it is observed from Table 1 that DE proves itself to be superior to other evolutionary as well as conventional algorithms for analog active filter design.

Figure 2 shows the convergence profile obtained for the optimisation of the component values by DE. The Design Error values are plotted against the number of iteration cycles to get the convergence profiles for the optimization technique. The convergence profile shows that DE converges in almost 50 iterations. It is observed from Figure 2 that DE converges to a much lower design error or function cost in very less number of iterations also and hence proves itself to be very economical in terms of convergence speed and the quality of the solution for analog active filter design.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper a fourth order analog Butterworth low pass active filter is designed by using Differential Evolution. Differential Evolution proves itself to be a very efficient optimization tool for optimizing the component values of the Butterworth filter. The design error also comes out to be very less in the case of Differential Evolution as compared to other methods and the component values are also E12 series compatible. Thus Differential Evolution proves itself to be an efficient optimization tool for optimizing the components of analog active filter and hence achieving very less value of design error as well.
Table 1: Comparison of the component values and the cost functions among DE and other algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R₁</td>
<td>1KΩ</td>
<td>1KΩ</td>
<td>27 KΩ</td>
<td>4.7 KΩ</td>
<td>4.431 KΩ</td>
<td>4.58 KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₂</td>
<td>1KΩ</td>
<td>1KΩ</td>
<td>270Ω</td>
<td>1.8 KΩ</td>
<td>4.7 KΩ</td>
<td>4.842 KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₃</td>
<td>1KΩ</td>
<td>1KΩ</td>
<td>220 KΩ</td>
<td>100 KΩ</td>
<td>270Ω</td>
<td>1.09 KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₄</td>
<td>1KΩ</td>
<td>1KΩ</td>
<td>820Ω</td>
<td>4.7 KΩ</td>
<td>27 KΩ</td>
<td>1.023 KΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>38.27nF</td>
<td>39 nF</td>
<td>2.7 nF</td>
<td>12 nF</td>
<td>8.2 nF</td>
<td>8.25 nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>26.13 nF</td>
<td>0.27 µF</td>
<td>0.47 µF</td>
<td>0.1 µF</td>
<td>56 nF</td>
<td>56.444 nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₃</td>
<td>92.39 nF</td>
<td>0.1 µF</td>
<td>82 nF</td>
<td>1.8 nF</td>
<td>6.8 nF</td>
<td>87.635 nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₄</td>
<td>0.2613 µF</td>
<td>0.1 µF</td>
<td>0.68 nF</td>
<td>12 nF</td>
<td>0.2 µF</td>
<td>102.33 nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Error/Cost Function</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03788</td>
<td>0.02777</td>
<td>0.01817</td>
<td>0.00789</td>
<td>0.00088</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Convergence profile for DE.
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